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The Judy Black Memorial Park and Gardens in Washington is presenting an art exhibit by Jason Wallengren, titled “Recollections Revisited,” through July 18.
Washington art exhibit 'Recollections Revisited' opens in park
When retail sales for Scarlet Crane Creations fell due to COVID-19, Shayla Johnson took the lull as an opportunity to pivot.
Textile Turnaround
to see landscapes/art changing was a reminder that time was moving on,” wrote one. My own association with walking began in a dark place, though not the pandemic. In the summer/autumn of 2018, I ...
Insight: Walking back to happiness after Covid lockdown
The stylish non-binary 32-year-old Trinidadian loves showcasing their bold, colourful outfits and head-to-toe drip on their Instagram account.
Meet Nel Schneider, the Toronto Sneakerhead Who Lives Life in Colour
With traffickers taking species from the wild before they are even recorded, one of the UK’s oldest constabularies is on guard at Kew Gardens ...
‘Orchidelirium’: how a modern-day flower madness is fuelling the illegal trade
Artist Rithika Merchant, who won this year’s Vogue Hong Kong Women’s Art Prize, dabbles in myths, nostalgia and apocalyptic climate change ...
Where winged women fly away: The art of Rithika Merchant
The Farmers Market is every Saturday at 515 N. Splitrock Blvd. The market is expanding to Thursday nights to join Food Truck Alley.
Brandon Farmers Market enjoying big turnout, expanding to twice per week
A new art gallery opened in New York City last week in an uncommon location — the deep bowels of the Jewish Satmar community of Williamsburg, Brooklyn. In a festive ribbon-cutting ceremony on June 15, ...
Williamsburg Gets Its First Hasidic Art Gallery
LatinXAmerica aims to examine and ultimately right structural wrongs, the kind perpetrated by major American museums, whose collections, according to a 2018 survey, contain just 2.8% of work by ...
DePaul Art Museum reckons with dearth of Latinx artists in U.S. collections
Now this is what 100 looks like — technically, 101. Postponed from last year due to the coronavirus pandemic comes "The Heckscher Museum Celebrates 100: Tracing History, Inspiring the Future" which op ...
LI's Heckscher Museum of Art celebrates 100th anniversary
With breathtaking optical illusions and sound designs, the immersive Happy-Go-Lucky art exhibit is the perfect place to visit this summer.
Immersive Happy-Go-Lucky Art Exhibit Opens For The Summer
Here's what four women have been trying to accomplish in Savannah: To bring the highest level of art possible to the greatest number of people.
How 4 Savannah women pushed ‘high art’ to the forefront of public art
All of the art forms called “time-based” proceed at a pace determined by their creators, but only video and film have the seeming power to speed, slow, stop and even reverse time. That characteristic ...
In the galleries: An intimate panorama of video art’s variety and breadth
Have you ever visited a beautiful place and wanted to take a picture of yourself, but you had trouble taking a good one? That’s common with a lot of people; some are of the view that the best pictures ...
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The art of self-portrait: How to take good pictures of yourself
By Nina Reyes Lauren Thomas knew on their first date, in San Francisco’s Mission neighborhood in 2018, that Charles Finkel ... he brought treats for my dog, and flowers, and had a whole detailed ...
Making a Good Impression With Flowers, Street Art and Dog Treats
It’s hard to miss the bright colors and summer feel of the latest mural painted on the side of the Fairfield Circle Inn on Post Road. “It was great,” said John Paul Ogrodnick, an artist who goes by ...
How street art murals are changing vibe in Fairfield
People lined up Friday at the Art Institute under banners that read “From Chicago ... to the White House ... and back again” to be among the first to see “The Obama Portraits” in the place where ...
Chicago embraces the Obama portraits at the Art Institute
Bringing the official portraits of the former president and first lady to Chicago and the Art Institute only seems right, one museum curator said, because the city is where the Obamas met and began ...
Obamas return to Chicago — as works of art
Ryan surpassed that exceptional debut with “ From a Low and Quiet Sea ” (2018), in which the bereft voice of Farouk, a refugee, resonates amid the harsher tones of the Irish community into which, by ...
A Novel Follows ‘Strange Flowers’ in an Insular Irish Village
There haven't been many games for Dominic Flowers since he was the best soccer player in the county. The Wyomissing grad was a reserve as a freshman for Lehigh's league championship team. He played an ...
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